Lough MacNean Artery Area
Lough MacNean is a large freshwater lake divided into two parts, Lower Lough MacNean, the smaller eastern lake, located in County Fermanagh, and Upper Lough MacNean, the larger western lake, it sits between County Fermanagh, County Cavan, and County Leitrim. The step between the lakes is the village of Gortin and Blacklion, in the heart of the Geopark. Today, the site is renowned as a great place to stay, with an adult gym facility as well as flowing water, interpretation, parking, and picnic facilities available on-site.

Whitefathers Cave
This cave, located just outside Cavan, is a good example of the hundreds of caves which form beneath Cavan and Fermanagh. The cave and its environs gives visitors a great insight into the formation of these caves. The surrounding woodland dominated by birch makes this site a magical step for visitors to the Geopark. Interpretation and parking available.

Cladagh National Nature Reserve (Cladagh Glen)
The narrow-sloped gorge of the Cladagh Glen is one of the most picturesque sites in the Geopark, as the Cladagh River emerges from its underground passage through the Marble Arch Caves. The woodland is a mix of deciduous and coniferous trees, much of it. The river, from which you can see the passage, are direct descendents of those trees that grew here hundreds of years ago. In spring, the woodland floor becomes a carpet of wildflowers and herbs, including blackbird, wood anemone, primroses, and crocuses. In winter, the trees lose their leaves and the landscape appears almost barren, but there is still much to see and enjoy.

Marble Arch Visitors Centre
The Centre is the ideal place to start your exploration of the Geopark. Visitors can purchase a variety of geological, historical, and cultural information, including guided tours and interactive displays. The Centre also features a gift shop, where visitors can purchase souvenirs and gifts related to the Geopark.
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